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To date, second-harmonic generation (SHG) at nanoscale has been concentrated on employing
high-refractive-index nanostructures, owing to the strong field confinement at deep subwavelength
scales based on optically resonant effects. However, nanostructures with lower index contrast be-
tween the structures and the surroundings generally exhibit weaker resonant effects and lower field
confinement. To address this issue, by harnessing the large nonlinearity of LiNbO3, we propose
a novel approach to employ guided resonances and bound states in the continuum (BICs) with
a LiNbO3 metasurface consisting of a LiNbO3 disk array sitting on a LiNbO3 thin film. Such a
system can transform the guided modes supported by LiNbO3 thin film into high-quality guided
resonances which can be excited directly under plane-wave illumination. Importantly, we further
demonstrate strong field confinement inside LiNbO3 thin film with tailorable Q-factor by realising a
Friedrich-Wintgen BIC. Such a unique mode engineering enables a record-high SHG efficiency of 5%
under a pump intensity as low as 0.4 MW/cm2. Moreover, we reveal the influence of nonlinear res-
onances and cross-coupling on the SHG by showing the anomalous SHG and efficiency tuning with
the rotation of the crystal axis. Our work offers a new route to constructing enhanced SHG based
on high-Q guided resonances and BICs, including low-index and high-index nonlinear materials.

I. INTRODUCTION

Frequency conversion is one of the most intensively
studied areas in nonlinear optics at the macro-scale [1]
due to its extensive range of applications, including but
not limited to sensing [2, 3], quantum light source [4],
and nonlinear imaging [5, 6]. High-power lasers and bulk
nonlinear crystals have been widely used in nonlinear op-
tics in the last decades to generate strong nonlinear sig-
nals. This technology exploits phase-matching to max-
imise the nonlinear conversion efficiency. However, non-
linear optics at the nanoscale has not been fully devel-
oped yet due to the minor mode volume for light-matter
interactions and, subsequently, the low conversion effi-
ciency. In the past decades, the development of tech-
nology for the growth and nano-fabrication of nonlinear
material has enabled various applications, one of which is
the resonance-enhanced harmonic generation [7, 8]. The
novel conception, utilising the strongly resonant modes
built in the light-matter in the photonic nanostructure
to enhance the nonlinear generation, has been widely
investigated and developed in recent years [9–11]. Im-
portantly, phase-matching is no longer necessary in the
resonant structures due to their subwavelength size [12].
Metallic nanoparticles, working based on collective os-

cillations of the free electrons, so-called surface-plasmons,
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have been intensively studied for nonlinear interactions at
the nanoscale in the last decade [10]. However, the high
Ohmic loss possessed by metals limits their practical use
[13]. Consequently, all-dielectric nanoparticles with high
refractive indices, large nonlinear coefficients, and low
losses have been used in building enhanced optical nonlin-
ear processes over the past few years. Such nanoparticles
support Mie resonances which enable the enhanced har-
monic generations, including second-harmonic generation
(SHG), third-harmonic generation (THG), and four-wave
mixing (FWM) [14–22]. Mie-type resonances can pro-
vide strong local field confinement inside the nanostruc-
ture and thus enhance the nonlinear conversion efficiency
from the resonant nanostructures [23, 24]. Typically, the
quality-factor (Q-factor) of Mie resonances becomes the
principal index to indicate the capability of local electro-
magnetic field confinement.

The Q-factor of resonance is defined as energy dissipa-
tion each cycle of oscillation versus the energy stored in
the resonator. A higher Q-factor is expected to induce
stronger field confinement within the resonator, leading
to larger light-matter interactions [25, 26]. Recently,
bound states in the continuum (BICs) have attracted
tremendous attention for their ability to achieve reso-
nances with the infinite Q-factors that can significantly
increase the nonlinear conversion efficiency [12, 27, 28].
Relevant works are demonstrated and proposed in non-
linear optical processes based on different high-index ma-
terials, including silicon, GaAs, GaP, etc [7, 12, 29–32].
However, most of the above dielectric and semiconductor
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materials are lossy, i.e. non-transparent, in the visible
spectral range or the near-ultraviolet spectrum region,
leading to the degradation in the performance for non-
linear applications.

Recently, nonlinear materials with relatively low re-
fractive index contrast, such as AlN, GaSe and LiNbO3

with large second-order nonlinear susceptibilities, have
attracted increasing attention as they are highly trans-
parent from near-infrared to near-ultraviolet spectrum
region [33–37]. Although the refractive index of such
materials is still higher than regular substrate materials
(such as SiO2), their refractive index contrast with the
substrate is still lower than the traditional high-index
materials (such as silicon, GaAs, GaP, etc). Therefore,
materials such as AlN, GaSe and LiNbO3 suffer from
a stronger leakage from the particles to the surround-
ings when constructing Mie resonances. Consequently,
the field confinement of Mie resonances in the low-index
nanoparticles (n ∼ 2.0 ) is usually lower than that in
the high-index nanoparticles (n > 3), leading to an inef-
ficient conversion for such low-index nonlinear materials
[13]. In this paper we have addressed this issue by em-
ploying guided-modes-formed BIC states.

In addition to nanoparticles, BIC states can also be
formed by guided modes steadily existing in a slab with
subwavelength thickness [38]. The optical BIC states are
observed experimentally both in silicon (n = 3.48) [39]
and silicon nitride (n = 2.02) [40], indicating that both
low and high-index materials can support the BIC states
with divergent Q-factor. Besides, the quasi-BIC states
and the guided modes can be easily excited by tuning the
incident angle without any geometric adjustment. Com-
pared to nanoparticles, the slab provides a larger volume
of confined light fields to enhance the light-matter inter-
actions.

Here, we propose a novel approach employing the best
of both worlds: nanoparticles and slabs. We demonstrate
that by accommodating a LiNbO3 disk metasurface on
the top of a LiNbO3 thin film, the system can transform
the guided modes supported by LiNbO3 thin film into
high-Q guided resonances with strong field confinement
via plan-wave illumination. Furthermore, we found that
such a metasurface can host a Friedrich-Wintgen BIC
formed by the interference between high-Q transverse-
electric (TE) and transverse-magnetic (TM) odd modes.
We reveal the formation mechanisms of these guided res-
onances and BICs and optimise the second-harmonic gen-
eration by controlling three processes: the field confine-
ment at pump frequency, the resonance at harmonic fre-
quency, and the coupling between the pump and har-
monic waves. Within the three processes, we demon-
strate the tailorable Q-factor of resonance by tuning the
incident angle and subsequently obtained highly boosted
SHG emission. Our approach can be applied to a wide
range of nonlinear materials with various nonlinear pro-
cesses, which can expand a range of nonlinear photonics
applications.

II. RESULTS

A. Design and approach

Our design consists of an infinite LiNbO3 slab on a sil-
icon dioxide substrate as shown in Fig. 1(a). For simplic-
ity, here the refractive indexes of LiNbO3, silicon diox-
ide, and air are set as nslab = 2.2264 [41], nsub = 1.5,
and nair = 1, respectively. The slab and the substrate
are uniform along the x-axis and y-axis. The system is
invariant by a translation through any displacement d in
the xy plane. We define the operator Td as the displace-
ment translation, therefore, the permittivity distribution
is invariant under the displacement translation as shown
in the equation: Tdε(r) = ε(r + d) = ε(r). The field
amplitudes of the radiative modes are the same in the
xy plane due to the continuous translational symmetry
[42]. Following this rule, we can deduce the form for the
radiative modes: Fk(r) = eikρf(z), where k is the wave
vector and ρ is the vector that is confined to the xy plane:
ρ = xi + yj. Since the refractive index of slab material
(LiNbO3) is higher than its surroundings (air and silicon
dioxide), there are an infinite number of guided modes
that enables the oscillation of photons inside the slab.
Those guided modes are decoupled to the modes that
radiate to the far field with the field Fk(r) = eikρf(z)
due to the continuous translational symmetry in x and y
directions.

For the simulation, the field patterns, transmittance
spectra, the nonlinear conversion efficiency spectrum,
and multipolar decomposition are calculated using the
finite element method via the COMSOL Multiphysics
6.0 software. The Q-factors of modes are calculated by
performing the eigenvalue analysis via COMSOL Mul-
tiphysics 6.0 software. The band structure calculation
is based on the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Photonic-Bands (MPB) open sources [43].

The dispersion relation of these guided modes can be
obtained by calculating the band structure. It is worth
noting that by using different periodicity, the disper-
sion relation will be the same as they give the same
unfolded band structures. Here, we fix the periodicity
as a = 600 nm, and then calculated the band structure
from the slab structure. The periodic distribution has the
form: F(r) = F(r+ ai+ aj), where i and j represent the
unit vector along the x- and y-axis. Fig. 2(a) indicates
the band structure calculated under the periodic bound-
ary condition. Here, we focus on two guided modes: one
TE mode (M1) and one TM mode (M2) with field distri-
butions shown in Fig. 2(b) and Supplementary material
S2 [44]. The spectral position of these two modes can be
roughly predicted as [45, 46]

nωax
c

∼ (l − 1)2π + (m− 1)2π
ax
ay

, (1)

where l and m correspond to the antinode number along
the x-axis and y-axis of the electric field in TE mode, and
the magnetic field in TM mode. ax and ay correspond
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to the pitch size along x and y directions. In this study,
we focus on the influence of variety of modes along x
and y-axis rather than z-axis. Hence, we quoted the 2-D
model (Eq. 1) instead of 3-D model to demonstrate and
predict the spectrum positions of M1 and M2. For each
propagating period, the guided modes require the one
phase shift to be an integer multiple of 2π. Here we set
ax = ay = a. Eq. 1 predicts that M1 (TE (l=3,m=1))
and M2 (TM (l=1,m=3)) are both located at the spectral
position where a/λ = 1/nslab , as indicated in Fig. 2(a).
This provides a robust approach to access the guided
modes at any wavelength by introducing and tuning this
artificial periodicity a. The introduction of the periodic
nanodisks on top will break the symmetry of the system
and then transform the guided modes M1, M2 into high-
Q guided resonances which are accessible externally by
plan-wave illumination.

The nanoparticle array on top enable the excitation of
the M1 and M2 by leading more radiative modes into the
system. Those radiative modes become the leaky chan-
nels between the guided modes and far-field, resulting
in the high-Q guided resonances with tunable Q-factors.
To excite the guided modes M1 and M2, we introduce
metasurface-slab made of LiNbO3 on top of the infinite
silicon dioxide substrate, as shown in Fig. 1(b). We re-
spectively set the geometric parameters as: the height of
the slab H = 400 nm, the height of disk h = 200 nm,
the radius of disk r = 200 nm and the periodic length
a = 600 nm. The whole structure can be considered as
adding a LiNbO3 disk on each periodic unit, a × a, to
transform the continuous translational symmetry to dis-
crete translational symmetry (fromTd intoTa). LiNbO3

is an anisotropy medium with the refractive index of
no = 2.2264 along the ordinary axis, and ne = 2.1506
along the extraordinary axis [41]. Here we align the ex-
traordinary axis of the LiNbO3 to the y-axis, so that
no = nx = nz = 2.2264, and ne = ny = 2.1506. The sys-
tem of the metasurface-slab is invariant under the 180◦

rotation around the z-axis, which can be defined as an
operator Cz

2ε(x, y, z) = ε(−x,−y, z) = ε(x, y, z).

At the centre of the momentum space ((kx, ky) =
(0, 0)), Γ, the field distributions of radiative channels
along the z-axis are odd under the Cz

2 symmetry, and
can couple to the odd guided mode within the slab and
excite the odd resonances with finite Q-factor (see the
Supplementary material S3 for the odd and even distri-
bution examples). The even guided modes are symmetry-
protected BICs under Cz

2 . They can be transformed into
quasi-BICs by changing the incident angle with non-zero
kx or ky. The field distributions of Resonance 1 and
Resonance 2 (Fig. 2(d) and Supplementary material S2)
share similar field patterns of M1 and M2, indicating that
R1 and R2 (shown in Figs. 2(c)(d)) excited under the
y-polarized plane wave are the guided mode resonances
transformed from the TE odd guided mode (M1) and TM
odd guided mode (M2) respectively. In this way, we ex-
cited the odd guided resonances with high Q-factor and
tailorable spectral position by engineering the periodic-

ity of our system. The process of designing a resonance
from a continuous finite system to the periodic structure
is always neglected in current research, but this process
is also robust for obtaining desired light-matter interac-
tion with both low- and high-index materials to achieve
various applications.

The R1 and R2 possess Q-factors of several hundreds,
having strong confinement of the electromagnetic field in-
side the metasurfaces. However, to significantly boost the
light-matter interactions from the low-contrast-index-
based nanostructures and metasurfaces, we further im-
prove the confinement of the electromagnetic field of R1
by constructing the Friedrich-Wintgen BIC configuration
based on R1 and R2 resonances. According to coupled
mode theory, two resonances (here R1 and R2) coupled
to the same radiative channels can strongly interfere with
each other when they are close both spatially and spec-
trally. Under certain conditions [47] (see Supplementary
material S4), one of them can turn into the BIC state
with divergent Q-factor and vanished resonant linewidth
when the radiation channels are completely suppressed
via the destructive interference between the two reso-
nances. The formation of this kind of BIC and quasi-
BIC can be explained by a two-level system. It is worth
mentioning that in our case, the contrast index between
the nanostructures and the substrate is smaller compared
to the array of high-index material nanoparticle like Si
and GaAs. The smaller contrast can increase the energy
leakage from the nanostructures to the substrate, result-
ing in a weaker light-matter interaction. However, this
phenomenon doesn’t significantly affect the optical per-
formance of the guided modes compared to the Mie-type
resonance where symmetry protection can suppress the
leaky channel in the designed periodic system.

According to Eq. 1, the spectral position of R1 and R2
can be well controlled by changing the periodic length
a. However, tuning geometric parameters (also shown in
Supplementary material S5) requires repeating the fab-
rication process to obtain the resonance at the ideal fre-
quency. Instead, changing the incident angle can accom-
plish the same goal of controlling the spectral positions of
the resonances by engineering the effective optical path
length. We define the incident angle as the angle between
the wave vector k and the normal to the plane of meta-
surfaces. We denote the incident angle as ‘the incident
angle (xz-plane)’ when the wave vector is within the xoz-
plane and ‘the incident angle (yz-plane)’ when the wave
vector is within the yoz-plane.

The spectral positions of the resonances are closely re-
lated to the incident angle and the electric field distribu-
tions of the mode. Based on Eq. 1, the spectral position
of R1 is heavily dependent on structural size ax where
the phase shift of an integer multiple of 2π is accumu-
lated at the two interfaces, while the spectral position
of R2 is highly dependent on structural size ay. Thus,
when the incident angle (yz-plane) increases, the fre-
quency of R2(l=1,m=3) decreases, while R1(l=3,m=1)
remains at the same frequency as shown in the trans-
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mittance spectrum under y-polarized light in Fig. 3(a).
In this way, the spectral gap between the two resonances
can be well controlled. The same control can be achieved
under the x-polarized plane wave. When the incident an-
gle (xz-plane) increases, the frequency of the resonance
R1 decreases, while the frequency of the resonance R2
remains nearly unchanged (Supplementary material S7).
By tuning the incident angle (yz-plane), R1 and R2 be-
come closer in the spectrum and are transformed into the
high-Q mode (R1) and low-Q mode (R2) due to the inter-
ference of the radiative channels between each other. The
strong confinement of the electric field inside the struc-
ture can greatly strengthen the intensity of the nonlin-
ear signal with the increasing Q-factor of R1, which can
reach nearly 2.7 × 104 at 1.7◦ incident angle (yz-plane).
We achieve two orders of enhancement of the input elec-
tric field amplitude within the slab (as shown in in the
insect of Fig. 3(c) and Supplementary material S6). This
will significantly enhance the nonlinear generation in the
following section.

The two resonance coupled process is indicated by the
electric field distribution in xoz plane at the different
points of R1 and R2 (shown in Fig. 3(b) and the points
are shown in Fig. 3(a)). We further investigate the mech-
anism of the interaction between the two resonances us-
ing the multipolar decomposition and then we explore
the transformations of coupled multipoles in the strong
coupling process. We perform the Cartesian multipolar
expansion to calculate the contributions of toroidal dipole
mode [48, 49]. The toroidal dipole mode is a bounded
state due to zero overlap between its mode profiles and
the waves of the radiative continuum in this subdiffrac-
tive periodic system. By careful design, the non-radiating
toroidal dipole mode can be excited by coupling from
radiative multipoles, such as the electric dipole mode,
which offers a new way of constructing the quasi-BIC
state. The scattering cross section of the excited multi-
poles at 1.7◦ incident angle (yz-plane) in Fig. 4(a) indi-
cates the strong magnetic dipole component of R1 and
strong electric dipole contribution of R2 [50]. We further
analyse the scattering cross section based on the Carte-
sian multipole expansion for the case at Γ point and un-
der the incident angle of 1.7◦, respectively, as shown in
Fig. 4(b-d). At Γ point, R1 is mainly governed by the
electric toroidal dipole mode (Te) with a small propor-
tion of MD contribution, and R2 is mainly governed by
the MD orientated in the x direction (Mx) with a small
proportion of Te contribution. When the incident an-
gle is tuned to 1.7 degree, we observe the transformation
of multipoles between R1 and R2. R1 is dominated by
Mx and R2 is dominated by Te at the incident angle of
1.7 degree. When the two resonances R1 and R2 are
at the narrow spectral gap under the incident angle of
1.7◦, their interference leads to a strong excitation of the
electric toroidal moment and boosts its scattering cross
section.

B. Second-harmonic generation

When designing the nanostructure for SHG, it is im-
portant to obtain a large mode volume for light-matter
interactions in the nonlinear material. In this case,
guided modes in the slab provide a perfect platform for
achieving large mode volume and enhancing the inten-
sity of the nonlinear signal. This is why we select the
nanoparticle array on top instead of adding a hole for
each unit to break the continuous translational symme-
try. Furthermore, the diagonal second-order nonlinear
susceptibility tensor and high transparency [36, 37] in
the visible range of LiNbO3 make it an ideal candidate
to apply in the metasurface-slab compared to III-V semi-
conductors. Besides, the use of LiNbO3 shows that the
guided mode in the subwavelength thickness slab can sup-
port greatly enhanced light-matter interaction with low-
index materials (n ∼ 2).
Next, we simulate the nonlinear effect boosted by

the quasi-BIC state based on the relationship between
each component of second-order polarisation density
(PSH

x , PSH
y , PSH

z ) and the electric field of pump light
(Ex, Ey, Ez) in LiNbO3, which is shown below:

PSH
x

PSH
y

PSH
z

 = 2ε0

 0 0 0 0 d22 d31
d31 d31 d33 0 0 0
d22 0 −d22 d31 0 0




E2
x

E2
y

E2
z

2EyEz

2ExEz

2ExEy

 .

(2)
Here, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity. We set the second-
order nonlinear coefficients [41] as d31 = −3.2 pm/V,
d22 = 1.9 pm/V, d33 = 19.5 pm/V.
We define the SHG conversion efficiency η =

PSHG/Pin to describe the ability of a structure to con-
vert the input light into the SH light, where PSHG is the
radiated power of SHG within a single unit, and Pin is
the input power per single unit at the fundamental fre-
quency. The intensity of the generated nonlinear light
is highly related to the intensity of the confined elec-
tric field within the slab structure. Fig. 5(a) shows the
SHG conversion efficiency versus the pump wavelength
and incident angle. As the incident angle increases away
from the Γ point, the SHG conversion efficiency increases.
A pump light with an incident angle of 1.7◦ and an in-
put power of 0.4 MW/cm2 at 256.5 THz (∼ 1170 nm)
leads to a SH conversion efficiency of around 5% at 513
THz (∼ 585 nm). Such a record-high SHG conversion
efficiency from LiNbO3 metasurface consists of 2.6% for
forwarding SH emission, and 2.3% for the backward SH
emission. This high SHG corresponds to the spectral
position of R1 with Q-factor 2.7 × 104 as indicated in
Fig. 3(b). The Q-factor of R1 at 1.7◦ incident angle is
shown in Fig. 3(c) and the corresponding conversion ef-
ficiency in Fig. 5(a) reveals that in the metasurface-slab
system, the nonlinear response is highly controllable by
tuning the characteristics of resonances at the fundamen-
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tal frequency. Considering the practical achievement, the
0.4 MW/cm2 power intensity can be generated under a
focused Gaussian beam. A focused Gaussian beam at the
focal plane can be used to approximate the planewave il-
lumination on the metasurfaces.

The nonlinear conversion efficiency is not only affected
by the resonance at the pump frequency, but also affected
by many other factors. Taking SHG as an example, the
expression P2ω ∝ κ2Q2L2κ12(κ1Q1L1Pω)

2 describes the
conversion process from the pump light into the SH ra-
diation [27], where Pω is the input power of the pump
light, Q1 and Q2 are the Q-factors of the resonances at
the fundamental frequency and the harmonic frequency.
κ1 and κ2 are the coupling factors at the pump and har-
monic frequency that the far-field radiation couples to
the bound states of the system. κ12 is the cross-coupling
coefficient that depends on the second-order nonlinear
susceptibility tensor of the nonlinear material. The ex-
pression suggests that three factors can affect the con-
version efficiency of SHG: 1) the resonance at the funda-
mental frequency, 2) the resonance at the SH frequency,
and 3) the cross-coupling between the fundamental and
SH light.

At the Γ point, the BIC state at the harmonic fre-
quency has no coupling to the far-field radiative channel
(Q2 −→ ∞, κ2 −→ ∞, Q2κ2 −→ 0). This will lead to
an enhanced SH field that does not radiate to the far-field
domain, which is indicated as resonance-forbidden SHG
[51]. Here we further demonstrate an analogous phe-
nomenon: anomalous SHG in the metasurface-slab sys-
tem (shown in Fig. 6). Fig. 6(a) shows that R1 and R2 at
Γ point with finite Q-factor exhibit the odd distribution
under Cz

2 in the structure. The calculated field distribu-
tion of SHG (Fig. 6(c)) is even under Cz

2 . This electric
field is further decoupled to the far-field radiative chan-
nel with the odd distribution, which results in the SHG
signal propagating and oscillating through the whole in-
finite metasurfaces system along the x-axis and y-axis
with a weak leakage to the far-field in the z-direction. In
most cases, the higher Q-factor and stronger confinement
of the electric field would enhance the nonlinear genera-
tions. However, via tuning the incident angle (yz-plane),
we observe the anomalous SHG in our designed structure,
showing that the conversion efficiency increases with the
decrease of the Q-factor of R1 (see Fig. 6(d)).

The protection of Cz
2 symmetry is broken by tuning

the incident angle, which results in a stronger leakage
of the electromagnetic energy to the far-field at the har-
monic frequency. For further demonstration, we calcu-
late the electric patterns in different incident angles and
their maximum intensity of electric fields (see Supple-
mentary Material S9). When we increase the incident
angle (yz-plane), the maximum intensity of the electric
field at harmonic frequency increases while the maximum
intensity at fundamental frequency decreases. The pro-
cess of the tuning of conversion efficiency near the Γ point
demonstrates this unique effect of BICs at harmonic fre-
quency on the SHG emission. In addition, the coupling

of SH mode and far-field radiation, and the influence on
the conversion process are other interesting topics worth
further discussion.
The SHG is also closely related to the cross-coupling

between the fundamental and SH light. The cross cou-
pling, κ12, can be tuned by controlling the second-order
nonlinear susceptibility tensor of the nonlinear material.
Here, we rotate the crystal axis for 90◦ along the y-axis
(parallel to the extraordinary axis) and change the tensor
to

PSH
x

PSH
y

PSH
z

 = 2ε0

−d22 0 d22 0 0 d31
d33 d31 d31 0 0 0
0 0 0 d31 d22 0




E2
x

E2
y

E2
z

2EyEz

2ExEz

2ExEy

 .

(3)
The second-order nonlinear coefficients are the same as
we set in Eq. 2. Based on Eq. 3, we calculate the spec-
trum of SHG conversion efficiency at an incident angle
of 1.7◦ and an input power of 0.4 MW/cm2, as shown in
Fig. 7(a). Fig. 7(b) shows the field distribution at the
peak of the SHG efficiency, which has the same spectral
position as R2. The total efficiency decreases to only
0.7% with 0.4% for the forward radiation and 0.3% for
the backward radiation. We keep the refractive index
of LiNbO3 unchanged for the extraordinary axis, and in
parallel to the y-axis, so that R1 remains the same, and
so does the optical response in the linear region. The
active tuning of conversion efficiency can be observed in
Fig. 7(c) by continuously rotating the crystal axis along
the y-axis. We note that the difference between the con-
version efficiency in Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 7(a) is induced
only by the changes of κ12, indicating a strong effect of
cross-coupling between the fundamental and SH light.

III. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have demonstrated the potential of a
new platform for enhanced SHG in low-refractive-index
materials. By utilising a nanoparticles-on-top meta-
surfaces, we successfully transform the inaccessible odd
guided modes into QBIC-type resonances by engineering
the symmetry of the infinite slab. By tuning the incident
pump angle, we further generated a high-Q resonance
with suppressed radiation channels based on the strong
coupling region between the two designed resonances.
This high-Q resonance originates from the Friedrich-
Wintgen BIC, and its Q-factor can be controlled by ad-
justing the spectral gap between two resonances. The
conversion efficiency is also greatly boosted by the strong
confinement of the electric field within the LiNbO3 flim
at the resonant position. Meanwhile, by observing the
anomalous SHG and changing the crystal axis, we also
provided evidence of the influence of resonance at emis-
sion wavelength and cross-coupling between fundamental
and SH light. This approach of constructing the strong
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light-matter interaction to generate high conversion effi-
ciency can be genetically applied to different nonlinear
materials including both low and high refractive indices,
as well as different nonlinear processes in addition to the
SHG. Our results offer unique opportunities for the de-
sign and application of all-dielectric resonance-enhanced
harmonic generations.
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FIG. 1. The schematics of LiNbO3 (a) slab and (b) metasurface-slab system, representing the guided mode and quasi-BIC
mode.

FIG. 2. (a) The calculated band structure of the infinite slab. (b) The electric patterns of the guided modes M1 and M2 within
the infinite slab at gamma point. (c) The transmittance spectrum of metasurface-slab at gamma point. The height of the slab
is 400 nm. The height of the disk is 200 nm. The period length is 600 nm. The radius of the disk is 200 nm. (d) The electric
patterns of the excited resonances R1 and R2 within the metasurface-slab.
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FIG. 3. The transmittance spectrum of metasurface-slab with respect to incident angle (yz-plane). The polarisation of incident
light is along the y direction. (b) The electric patterns of the high-Q resonance (R2) and low-Q resonance (R1) in different
incident angles. (c) Q factors of coupled resonances R1 and R2 versus incident angle with the electric field distribution at
1.7-degree incident angle. The dashed-line as a mark y0 = 2.5× 102, represents the change of the scale in y-axis.
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FIG. 4. (a) The scattering cross section of electric dipole (ed), magnetic dipole (md), electric (eq) and magnetic quadrupole
(mq) based on spherical multipole expansion under the 1.7-degree incident angle with y-polarized light. (b) The scattering cross
section of R1 and R2 at the gamma point based on Cartesian multipole expansion including electric dipole in x-direction (px),
y-direction (py), and z-direction (pz); magnetic dipole in x-direction (Mx), y-direction (My), and z-direction (Mz); electric (Te)
and magnetic Toroidal moment (Tm). (c)(d) The scattering cross section of R1 (left) and R2 (right) under 1.7-degree incident
angle with y-polarized light based on Cartesian multipole expansion.
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FIG. 5. (a) The 3D map of SH emission intensity as a function of frequency and incident angle (θ) along the y-direction. (b)
The conversion efficiency under the 1.7-degree incident angle (yz-plane) with the crystal axis shown as Eq. 2. (c) The electric
patterns under the fundamental frequency 256.5 THz with the maximum conversion efficiency.
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FIG. 6. (a) The transmittance spectrum of the metasurface-slab system at the gamma point. (b) The simulated SH conversion
efficiency versus the frequency at the gamma point with different refractive index at harmonic frequency. (c) The electric field
profiles of R1 at the fundamental wave (FW) frequency and SH frequency. (d) The conversion efficiency and Q-factor of R1
versus incident (yz-plane).

FIG. 7. (a) The conversion efficiency under 1.7-degree incident angle (yz-plane) with the crystal axis shown as Eq. 3. (b) The
electric field profiles under the fundamental frequency 256.5 THz with the maximum conversion efficiency. (c) The conversion
efficiency tuning with the rotation of the crystal axis along the y-axis.
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